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Senate to finalize 
2013-14 base 
budget proposal
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL EDITOR IN CHIEF
The Grand Valley State Univer­
sity Student Senate is expected to 
ratify their 2013-14 Student Life 
Fund base budget proposal today at 
their general assembly meeting, in­
cluding a $25,000 increase in fund­
ing for the Graduate Student Asso­
ciation, who will receive a $55,000 
allocation next fall, plus one-third 
of any 2013-14 rollover funds.
“We understand the graduate 
program is growing alongside its 
student organizations and we see 
their need for increased alloca­
tion,” said Stephanie Ewart, vice 
president of the senates finance 
committee. “The GSA has worked 
alongside the Office of Student Life 
and Finance (Committee) to estab­
lish financial checks and balances, 
and operate in a similar manner as 
standing councils.”
Ewart said the decision to in­
crease their funding was based 
on a proposal by the GSA, show­
ing merit and need over the past 
year, and hope the allocation will 
help “aid in their growth and de­
velopment.”
“This recommendation was 
completely student-based between 
the graduate and undergraduate 
presidents and vice presidents 
of finance,” she said. “The goal of 
these types of boards is to allow 
students to have a voice.”
This year, the base budget also 
includes a new “recreation sports” 
category, allocated at $4,000 for 
the 2013-14 academic year. This is 
because unlike club sports, which 
have received a $358,000 alloca­
tion for the past three years from 
the Student Life Fund, recreation 
sport teams were not previously 
included in the base budget.
SEE SENATE, A2
THE REMEDY
Administrators review the effectiveness of remedial courses
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BY RYAN JARVI
GVL STAFF WRITER
emedial courses, designed to help 
underprepared students do well in 
college-level courses, are being re­
viewed at Grand Valley State University to 
increase effectiveness and student success.
“I have just begun the process of develop­
ing a committee of interested faculty (and) 
unit heads from the English, math and writ­
ing departments to review the ‘0-lever cours­
es, to update the courses and do some plan­
ning for a more comprehensive approach,” 
said Nancy Giardina, assistant vice president 
of Academic Affairs at GVSU.
The group of faculty and staff plans to 
meet after spring break.
“The purpose of the initial meeting is to
discuss what we know about the ‘0-lever 
courses now, and identify where we may 
need to go, given student needs today and in 
the near future,” Giardina said.
The university offers four remedial level 
courses in the English, math and writing 
departments—ENG 099, ESL 098, MTH 097 
and WRT 098—that do not count as credit 
toward graduation. These courses are de­
signed to bring students that may not be pre­
pared for college-level courses up to speed 
and help them graduate.
“Students are placed typically by ACT 
scores; however, students may self-select into 
the courses as well,” Giardina said.
To determine graduation rates at GVSU, 
data was examined over a six-year period.
“Six-year graduation rates are calculated
by considering all students who enter GVSU 
as first-time full-time bachelors degree seek­
ing students in a given fall, then determining 
how many earned a GVSU bachelor’s degree 
within six years,” said Philip Batty, director 
of Institutional Analysis.
Data examined by LA began with students 
that entered GVSU in the fall of 2005.
“It’s a flawed measure for a lot of rea­
sons, principal among which is that many 
of the students who don’t graduate here 
actually graduate somewhere else,” Batty 
said. “As a result, the rates underestimate 
student success.”
The six-year graduation rate for students 
with no remedial courses was 66 percent. For
SEE REMEDY, A2
GOT PLASMA?
BioLife Plasma saves lives, offers money for donors
BY RACHEL CROSS
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
In a time where students are often 
strapped for cash and overwhelmed 
with expenses, pursing alternative av­
enues for incomes makes sense. BioLife 
Plasma, an organization that offers 
compensation for human plasma, is an 
avenue often explored by students at 
Grand Valley State University.
Katie Zanderwerf, GVSU freshman, 
said she’s donated her plasma at BioLife 
a total of four times so far.
“I would definitely recommend for 
college students to donate their plasma,” 
Zanderwerf said. “It’s a fast and easy 
way to get money, while also saving lives 
at the same time.”
Nevertheless, donating plasma might 
not be for everyone. Zanderwerf said 
students must consider both the pros 
and cons. She said the pros of donating 
plasma include saving lives, that donor’s 
compensation goes up in price after the 
first donation and it only takes about 40 
minutes. The cons would be if the indi­
vidual is afraid of large needles and if 
they are queasy with blood, she said.
Danielle Wells is a regional marketing 
representative for the Biolife Plasma lo­
cations in Walker and Grand Rapids. She 
said beteween the two locations, about 
15 percent of their donors are students.
“We have a good chunk of college stu­
dents that come into BioLife,” Wells said.
Wells said BioLife’s main goal is to col­
lect human plasma to make life-saving 
medication for its patients, who suffer 
from diseases like hemophilia, immune 
deficiencies, burn and trauma victims, 
and Alpha 1 Antitrypsin, which can all 
be treated with plasma therapies.
“All of these are very serious genetic 
disorders and these people are born 
without the ability to produce proteins 
to keep them healthy,” she said.
People with hemophilia don’t have 
the protein in their body to stop bleed­
ing, and immune disorders don’t have 
certain proteins that fight off infections.
“Plasma is basically a portion of the 
blood that consists of mainly water and 
protein, and we use these proteins to 
make lifesaving plasma-based therapies 
for patients,” Wells said.
Wells said the donors at BioLife come 
from all ages. In order to be eligible to do­
nate, people must be between 18 and 69 
years old and must be at least 110 pounds 
and in good health. People can donate their 
plasma twice a week with a minimum of 
one day in between and can choose how 
frequently they want to donate.
The amount of plasma donated dur­
ing one donation depends on an indi­
vidual’s weight, with 690 milliliters at 
the lowest range and 825 milliliters at 
the highest. She said the regular donors
SEE PLASMA, A2
ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL
Alive to tell the story: Martin LOwenberg, holocaust survivor, speaking at the Genocide 
Awareness Night presentation in the Kirkhof Center's Grand River Room at GVSU.
Holocaust survivor shares 
struggle at Hillel event
BY AUSTIN METZ
GVL ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Students, faculty, and 
community members filled 
the Grand River Room to 
hear guest speaker Martin 
Lowenberg, part of Genocide 
Awareness Night, hosted and 
organized by the Grand Val­
ley State University student 
organization Hillel. Lowen­
berg, a survivor of the Ger­
man Holocaust, currently
travels to raise awareness for 
genocides like the Holocaust.
“Holocaust is a Greek 
word meaning burning hu­
mans by fire,” Lowenberg 
said. “In the second world 
war, it happened and it hap­
pened the way it should 
never happen again. It was 
the largest event in history 
where six million Jewish 
people perished and five 
million rton-Jewish people.”
Lowenberg was born on 
January 21, 1928 in Schenk- 
lengs, Germany and was one 
of five children. Growing up, 
Lowenberg saw the pain and 
torture the Jew’s experienced 
even early in Hitler’s reign.
“My childhood was not 
much to speak of,” Lowen­
berg said. “As a matter of 
fact, it was robbed of me for
SEE SURVIVOR, A2
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who donate twice a week can 
receive up to $200 a month, 
and the standard compen­
sation for donors is $20 the 
first visit during the week, 
and $30 during the second 
visit of the week. The Walker 
location sees an average 
of 2,500 donors per week 
because of its larger capac­
ity, while the Grand Rapids 
location has an average of 
2,300 donors per week.
“The benefits of donat­
ing plasma are a win-win 
situation: its a great way to 
feel like you’re giving some­
thing back while also receiv­
ing something at the same 
time,” Wells said. “A lot of 
people feel like they can’t 
give back to the community 
because of money or don’t 
have the time to volunteer, 
and donating plasma helps 
with this.”
While there are many 
benefits of donating plasma, 
many people are unaware of 
BioLife or don’t have the time 
out of their days to donate.
“The number one reason 
that people don’t donate is 
because they don’t know 
about BioLife,” Wells said. 
“Also, it takes an hour to 
donate, and if they donate 
twice a week that could be 
a lot of time for someone. 
That’s why we compensate 
our donors because of the 
time and commitment it 
takes. People can also be 
nervous about the entire 
process, but we like to reas­
sure them that it is a painless 
and low risk procedure in a 
relaxing environment.”
For more information 
on the process of donat­
ing plasma or to make an 
appointment, go to biolif- 
eplasma.com
assistantnews(a
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12 years. Too many people 
are unable to talk about that 
today because they are mostly 
gone today.”
Lowenberg shared stories 
of his life growing up and in­
cluded the time he was beaten 
by four schoolmates because 
he was Jewish, and was then 
forced to sit on a board filled 
with tacks and nails. One 
thing he made clear was that 
although World War II was 
from 1941 to 1945, torture 
of Jewish people began as far 
back as 1933.
“Kill the damn Jew, we 
don’t want them,” Lowenberg 
said. “Hitler said, ‘I want all 
the Jew’s to go to Palestine’ 
because he wanted them all 
together so he could kill them 
all. He wanted them all to­
gether because he wanted to 
kill every Jew on the earth.”
The event, which was 
planned by GVSU’s Sammi 
Fine, has been in the making for 
the past year and began during 
one of Fine’s social work class.
“I have been working on it 
for about a year and I’m a so­
cial work major and in a cou­
ple classes we are presenting 
on acceptance, inequality, and 
diversity, and what not,” Fine 
said. “I was utterly shocked 
at how little people knew and 
how ignorant people were to 
genocides around the world 
and what is still going on.”
Although the event was cen­
tered around the Holocaust, 
a powerpoint that was shown 
beforehand exposed the differ­
ent genocides that either have 
already happened or are cur­
rently happening today.
Examples included The rule
of Khmer Rouge in Cambodia, 
Stalin’s reign in the USSR, and 
the active genocide in Darfur.
“I think awareness needs 
to be brought because without 
knowledge and awareness, you 
can’t get rid of ignorance,” Fine 
said. “If people are not aware 
of something that is going on, 
you need to be taught. I think 
its important especially for 
university students because we 
tend to be in our little univer­
sity bubble and not aware of 
really what is going on around 
the world.”
Noah Zucker, president of 
Hillel, hoped that along with 
gaining awareness about the 
Holocaust, those in attendance 
would take home a better pic­
ture of what is happening in the 
world.
“I really hope they get a bet­
ter understanding to what is 
happening,” Zucker said. “You 
learn about the Holocaust 
in school and you say ‘Okay, 
that happened’ but to be able 
to hear someone’s story who 
lived through it and had to see 
these horrific things that hap­
pened. Really, you can get a 
deeper understanding of what 
human torture is like and so 
just that deeper understand­
ing that this did happen and 
we can’t let it happen again.”
To Fine, it is important that 
students know the truth so they 
can make a difference in the fu­
ture.
“It is more important for 
us as university students to be 
aware of what’s going on be­
cause we are the future,” Fine 
said. “We are the ones who are 
going to make a difference in 
the future. Out of all people, 
we need to be educated about 
these things.”
associate@lanthorn.com
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SYMPOSIUM HAS PLAY SET AT EBERHARD CENTER
Grand Valley State University, the Grand Rapids Children's 
Museum and Aquinas College will be hosting a symposium 
on the importance of play to both children and business 
leaders. "Symposium on Play" will be held March 1 at the 
Eberhard Center on GVSU’s Pew Campus and the session 
will run from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.The keynote speaker will 
be Darell Hammond, founder and CEO of KaBoom, which 
is a nonprofit organization that works with communities to 
innovate and create playgrounds. The cost to attend is $25 
or $10 for students. For more information, go to www.grcm. 
org/events/symposium-on-play/
HOMECOMING THEME IDEAS WANTED
The Office of Student Life and Alumni Relations are request­
ing for students to submit theme ideas for Homecoming 
2013. Homecoming week takes place Oct. 14-19. Entries for
REMEDY
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students with one reme­
dial course taken during 
their college career, the 
graduation rate dropped 
to 54 percent. For stu­
dents with two or more, a 
graduation rate of 43 per­
cent was determined.
A report, “Core Prin­
ciples for Transforming 
Remedial Education: A 
Joint Statement,” suggests 
changes in the remedial 
programs implemented by 
many higher educational 
institutions are necessary. 
The report was completed 
in December 2012 by the 
Charles A. Dana Center, 
Complete College Amer­
ica, Inc., Education Com­
mission of the States and 
Jobs for the Future. The re­
porters examined research 
on the effectiveness of re­
medial courses currently 
in place at many institu­
tions of higher learning.
“As a result of these im­
pressive efforts, we have 
drawn the conclusion that 
remedial education as com­
monly designed and imple­
mented — that is, sequenc­
es of several semester-long 
courses that students must 
complete before gaining ac­
cess to college-level gateway 
courses — does not work,” 
the report stated. Gate­
way courses are 100-level 
courses that apply as credit 
toward graduation. The re­
port went on to state that 
individuals would benefit 
more from support systems 
that help them adjust to the 
demands of college, rather 
than teaching specific skills
to help them pass a class.
“Research indicates 
that students, particular­
ly those who are unpre­
pared for college, ben­
efit from ‘non-academic’ 
supports that help them 
explore and clarify goals 
for college and careers, 
develop college success 
skills, engage with cam­
pus culture, and address 
the conflicting demands 
of work, family, and col­
lege,” it read.
New freshmen for the 
2011-2012 school year 
taking no remedial class­
es had an average GPA of 
2.95. The GPA was 2.68 
for those in one remedial 
course and 2.39 for those 
taking more than one.
“15.4 percent of new 
freshmen take at least one 
remedial or developmen­
tal class in their first year’’ 
Batty said “4.5 percent take 
two or more.”
About 184 students 
were enrolled in ENG 099 
for the 2012-2013 school 
year, 410 students were in 
WRT098,372 took MTH 
097 and 14 were enrolled 
in ESL 098, according to 
data provided by Institu­
tional Analysis. On aver­
age, 83 percent of new 
freshmen without any 
remedial courses con­
tinue their enrollment at 
GVSU the following year. 
For students that took 
one remedial course, 77 
percent stayed at GVSU, 
and for those taking two 
or more remedial courses 
the retention rate was 75 
percent.
rjarvi@lanthorn.
com
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“...So by providing them 
a separate line item allocated 
to noncompetitive and start­
up groups, we think this will 
help alleviate the difficulties 
they have receiving fund­
ing,” Ewart said. “The cur­
rent reserve for sports is not 
large and it is often difficult 
for recreation groups to ob­
tain any of these funds.”
Professional organiza­
tions will now be included 
under the Greek Life Coun­
cil, Ewart said, because many 
of those groups function 
more closely to Greek Life 
Council organizations than 
they do honorary ones. Sen­
ators hope the shift, which
reallocates $3,000 from the 
academic and professional 
organizations to bring the 
Greek Life Council total up 
to $34,000, will help “keep 
the process congruent from 
within,” she said.
Spotlight Entertain­
ment will see a $10,000, 7.4 
percent increase in their 
funding allocation, from 
$135,000 to $145,000, in 
an effort to bring in bigger 
names to perform on GV­
SU’s campus.
“The acts Spotlight brings 
in are an important part of 
the campus climate,” she 
said. “Having these perfor­
mances is a level of attraction 
for the university as well as a 
way to engage students who 
don’t typically benefit from
the Student Life Fund.”
The Student Senate’s inter­
nal operating budget will see 
a $2,000 increase at $27,000 
for the 2013-14 total.
The creation station, a 
craft supply center located 
in the Student Organiza­
tion Center for use by regis­
tered organizations, will see 
a $5,000 drop in dedicated 
funds, while $9,000 will be 
dedicated to the new student 
organization website Org- 
Sync, which will replace the 
current Stuey system with 
hopes of improving func­
tionality and organization’s 
connectivity.
, Ewart said that although 
the budgeting process 
doesn't formally start until 
the beginning of winter se­
mester, the process is actu­
ally yearlong for the finance 
committee, which she over­
sees. Senators that chair each 
of the senate’s individual 
committees, she said, work 
to analyze how effectively 
the money is being spent.
“Senators use tracking 
sheets and event assess­
ments to see ‘how much’ 
is being spent and the suc­
cess rate of these events and 
programs,” she said. “By the 
time budget planning comes 
around they have already 
formulated a good base of 
how much to allocate.”
The Student Senate gener­
al assembly will meet today at 
4:30 p.m. in the Kirkhof Cen­
ter’s Pere Marquette room. 
editorial@lanthorn.
Coming Soon to the
Keep an eye out for these and other special issuesl
the homecoming theme can be submitted at www.gvsu. 
edu/studentlife/homecoming from Feb. 25-March 19. Judges 
from Alumni Relations and the OSL will choose the top five 
submissions, and the GVSU community can vote from the 
top five entries between March 25-29. For further informa­
tion, call Chelsea Pulice in the OSL at 616-331-2345.
STUDY ABROAD FIRST-STEP SCHEDULED
There will be a study abroad first step meeting Feb»,2jMtfK» 
10-11 a.m. These study abroad first step meetings are in­
formational sessions that explore and discuss the different 
study abroad options, goals of study abroad, academic plan­
ning and funding. This meeting will take place in 130 Lake 
Ontario Hall. For more information, email studyabroad@ 
gvsu.edu.
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL HOLDS MEETING
The Amnesty International group will be having a meeting 
March 1. These meetings talk about educating people about 
human rights issues that occur around the world. Amnesty 
International is a grassroots organization and often hosts 
and co-sponsors events, as well as advocates for issues such 
as maternal mortality, LGBT rights and immigrant's rights. 
For more information on this group, contact amnestygv@ 
gmail.com.
At the, anthorr we strive to bring you the most accurate 
news possible. If we make a mistake, we want to make it right. 
If you find any errors in fact in the Lanthorn, let us know by 
calling 616-331-2464 or by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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Rapid bus, car crash injures 2
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR
Two people were trans­
ported to the hospital for 
non-life threatening inju­
ries Tuesday when their car 
struck a Rapid bus shortly 
after 6 p.m.
Prior reports say the car
was traveling westbound 
on Lake Michigan Drive 
near 14th Avenue in Tall- 
madge Township when it 
veered into the eastbound 
lane and struck the bus 
head-on.
Capt. Brandon DeHaan 
of the Grand Valley Police
Department said the pas­
sengers of the vehicle were 
transported to the hospi­
tal, while the bus driver 
remained unharmed/ De­
Haan said the bus was car­
rying no students and re­
ceived minor damages.
The Ottawa County Sher­
iff’s department responded 
to the crash and had no fur­
ther information.
In spite of the heavy 
snowfall, GVPD officers 
had not responded to many 
crashes as of Wednesday 
morning, DeHaan said. 
He added that the sheriff s
office had been respond­
ing to more, including one 
involving a vehicle and 
Grandville school bus that 
closed a lane of traffic on 
Lake Michigan Drive. No 
children were injured in 
the crash.
news@lanthorn.com
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SUSTAINABLE ROOM
BO ANDERSON|GVL
Going green: Kelley Howley has worked to create the university’s first sustainable showroom for prospective students.
BY ELLiE PHILLIPS
GVL STAFF WRITER
Grand Valley State University’s 
Sustainable Community Develop­
ment Initiative has been working 
with the housing department to cre­
ate the university’s first “Sustainabil­
ity Showroom.” The showrooms are 
furninished, on-campus living areas 
that are displayed to prospective stu­
dents and their families during tours 
of the university.
“(Housing) has been working 
with area stores to decorate rooms
with sustainable materials similar to 
the following: organic bedding, tow­
els, rugs, shower curtains, natural 
and personal care products, energy 
star electronics, CFL (Compact Flo- 
rescent Lamp) bulbs and recycled 
material office supplies,” said Jenny
Jordan, a graduate assistant with the 
SCDI.
The new showroom is located in 
South Apartment E, a LEED Gold 
building. Other sustainable features 
in the room and building include 
low volatile organic compound 
flooring, paint and cabinets, energy 
star appliances, Water Sense faucets 
and toilets, and furniture manufac­
tured or purchased locally.
“Sustainability is a value of the 
university as well as our depart­
ment,” said Kelley Hughes Howley, 
the marketing coordinator for Hous­
ing and Residence Life. “We try to 
be as sustainable as possible in our 
business decisions and actions; for 
example, we only buy 100 percent 
organic cotton or made in the USA 
products when possible.”
The sustainability showroom is 
one of a number of showrooms on 
campus. Four of them are in the 
northern housing area of campus, 
and two are in the southern area. 
These rooms are staged to look 
as though they are occupied, but 
no students actually live in them. 
The tours of the rooms are given 
throughout the school year, but their 
predominant use is during orienta­
tion in the summer.
The purpose of the rooms is to 
help students understand how to use 
their space, while making the hous­
ing options displayed more inviting 
than an empty dorm, hopefully in­
creasing a prospective student’s de­
sire to live on campus.
The athletics department also
SEE SHOWCASE, A5
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Creating paths: Connie Dang, director of the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs, speaks at the Asian Women event
Women’s Center 
fights stereotypes, 
promotes diversity
BY KARA HAIGHT
GVL STAFF WRITER
Breaking stereotypes, in­
clusive faculty and diverse 
role models were some of 
the main topics discussed 
during Grand Valley State 
University’s Asian Women 
in Higher Education’ talk 
Feb. 27. The event gave par­
ticipants the opportunity to 
learn about creating a diverse 
atmosphere for incoming 
students and openly discuss 
their thoughts and opinions.
Students representing a 
variety of demographics and 
members of various GVSU 
centers including the LGBT 
center and the athletics de­
partment came to the event, 
which focused on the lack of 
Asian women in higher edu­
cation institutions.
Asian Women in Higher 
Education’ is part of the 
Women’s Center’s 'Fire side 
chats’ program, and Connie 
Dang, director of the Office 
of Multicultural Affairs, said 
the program was meant to 
be informal, giving each par­
ticipant the opportunity to 
share thoughts and questions 
throughout.
Dang and Shaily Menon, 
associate dean of the College 
of Liberal Arts and Sciences, 
lead the discussion-based 
program, but began by in­
troducing the participants to 
data and statistics concerning 
the lack of Asian and other 
women of color in leader­
ship positions, especially in 
higher education.
“There is a pool of quali­
fied applicants,” Dang said. 
“They could be moved into 
these positions, but they 
are not.”
The statistics showed an 
increase in graduation rates 
of students of color, includ­
ing Hispanic, Asian and 
American Indian by 2015.
Because of the expected 
increase of diverse students 
likely to enroll in higher 
education, Dang said those 
in leadership roles and po­
sitions of power have to be 
cautious of prejudice.
“(With the) opportunity 
to create diverse teams, be 
aware of your own biases,” 
Dang said. “Check your ste­
reotypes.”
SEE DIVERSITY, A5
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Sending the record straight: Community member Kamal Nurridin speaks to students 
about the basics of Islam and challenging the misconceptions about Muslims.
Islam 101 shows diversity
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR
A university is often 
called a marketplace of 
ideas. Every school year 
brings a fresh wave of 
students and, with it, a 
fresh blend of political 
ideas, social expecta­
tions, academic interests 
and religious zeal.
To promote under­
standing and develop well- 
informed students, Grand 
Valley State University of­
fers courses and programs 
for most — if not all — 
measures of diversity.
Religious thought is 
no exception, and many 
students have taken ad­
vantage of the religious 
studies resources to in­
crease their interfaith 
competence.
Philip Batty of Insti­
tutional Analysis said 
15.3 percent of current 
undergraduate students 
have taken at least one 
of GVSU’s courses that 
qualify for the religious 
studies major, and an ad­
ditional 2 percent have 
transferred the equiva­
lents to those courses
from other schools.
The university is not 
solely responsible for 
spreading understanding, 
though. Student groups 
such as the Muslim Student 
Association devote time 
to spreading awareness of 
their faith and campaign­
ing for understanding.
The MSA hosted Ka­
mal Nurridin, a member 
of the local Islamic com­
munity, Feb. 25 to lead a 
lecture called "Islam 101,” 
which was the first event 
of the annual Muslim 
Awareness Week.
“When I was asked 
to give this presentation, 
a note rang in my heart 
that this was a good pre­
sentation to give because, 
far too often, the general 
population doesn’t under­
stand who the Muslims 
are, what they’re about and 
what they believe in,” Nur­
ridin said.
The speaker discussed 
the core beliefs, scripture 
and history of Islam, as 
well as how people can be­
come Muslim.
Continuing the week 
of awareness, GVSU pro- 
4
fessor Sebastian Maisel 
delivered a lecture Feb.
26 on the spread of Islam 
through Asia, and chief 
editor of Azizah Maga­
zine Tayyibah Taylor 
will discuss the roles and 
rights of women in Islam 
on Feb. 28.
The MSA does not 
stop its efforts at educat­
ing the public through 
pointed lectures, though. 
The group spreads their 
faith through poetry Feb.
27 and will host Muslim 
stand-up comedian Aman 
Ali on March 1.
University organiza­
tions and departments 
host other faith-based 
weeks throughout the 
year, as well as cultur­
al acknowledgements 
such as the concluding 
Black History Month 
and Asian-Pacific Is­
lander Month.
To learn more about 
faith, culture or other 
forms of diversity, see 
what courses GVSU offers 
in the online course cata­
log, or scroll the diversity 
groups on OrgSync.
news@lanthorn.com
Making 
the sale
Clever advertising 
reels in college 
campus consumers
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
GVL SENIOR REPORTER
With a whole new breed 
of guerilla marketing tech­
niques drawing new con­
sumers in. For students at 
colleges nationwide, who are 
often the target demograph­
ic for many new products, 
being aware of these adver­
tising techniques can help 
them stick to their budgets 
and avoid overspending.
“Advertising makes peo­
ple aware of a product or 
service and how that prod­
uct or service would benefit 
the consumer,” said Bryan 
Bickford, the advertising 
and communications man­
ager for Institutional Mar­
keting at Grand Valley State 
University. “Good advertis­
ing is research based so that 
the advertiser is aware of 
the target market and crafts 
ads to speak directly to that 
group.”
Suzeanne Benet, an asso­
ciate professor of marketing, 
said advertisers target their 
campaign at a particular 
group who is most likely to 
purchase the product. For 
example, if the product has 
to do with saving money, 
companies will target ads 
at college students because 
they know that is a concern 
for students, Benet said.
“Businesses don’t nor­
mally try to appeal to every 
customer on the planet,” 
said Kelly Cowart, an assis­
tant professor in the mark­
ing department. “They iden­
tify what is called a target 
market, a group or groups 
of customers that are most 
likely to purchase a prod­
uct or service. Accordingly, 
businesses develop promo­
tional campaigns to appeal 
to those identified target 
markets.”
The three main concepts 
that are focused on in adver­
tising are the message, the 
people in the ads and where 
the ads are being placed.
“If you’re talking to young 
adults, you would use people 
in the ads that look their age 
and that seem like them, like 
they’re in college too,” she 
said. “So the people in the 
ads look like they could be 
one of your classmates.”
Placement of advertising 
is also important for com­
panies who are using college 
students as their target mar­
ket. Companies place ads 
for their products on media 
that a lot of college students 
will be exposed to, includ­
ing football games or social 
media. “You go to where the 
students are to do your ad1- 
vertising, either literally as 
in location or through me­
dia that students would be 
choosing to be exposed to,” 
Benet said.
Another common tech­
nique is a question at the be­
ginning of the commercial 
that, when answered, seems 
like it’s speaking directly to 
you and draws your atten­
tion to see what they’re sell­
ing, Benet said. “You have 
to make the ad seem like 
it’s worth their time to pay 
attention, and that it’s an­
swering a need they have,” 
she said.
Bickford said he didn’t 
think college students were 
more susceptible to adver­
tising than any other group 
that’s being marketed to.
“My guess is that by col­
lege, most people have a 
basic understanding of the 
purpose of advertising and 
therefore are able to make 
informed decisions as to 
whether or not to buy a 
product,” he said.
Benet agreed that stu­
dents aren’t more suscep­
tible to advertising but said 
students do want to have the 
feeling of fitting in, more 
than most other targeted
SEE SALE, A5 
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Don’t be a hater.
BY NATE SMITH
GVL COLUMNIST
On Monday morning, ev­
ery major media outlet and 
social networking site were 
fuzzing about the happenings 
4 the 2013 Academy Award 
(jeremony. Among the dense 
cloud of “who should have 
won...” there was another sort 
of fog surrounding the cer­
emony though, one that’s been 
Apmmon in the past few years: 
'complaints about the host.
Its like everybody who 
watches and organizes these 
events have no prior knowl­
edge of the comedians before 
tuning in. I his year’s big gripe 
was about comments made by 
host Seth McFarland. Last year 
it was about jokes John Stewart 
made during the ceremony. 
Don’t even get me started with 
Ricky Gervais and his sordid 
history with the Golden Globe 
awards. All I’m saying is that 
most of the complaints seem 
pointless and superficial be­
cause they all involve aspects 
of each hosts style of comedy 
that were established long be­
fore they even agreed to host 
any sort of award show.
I’m not saying that jokes 
about domestic violence are
Just sit back and enjoy the show
funny in any way. However, 
it’s this sort of tongue in cheek 
humor that Seth McFarland 
is known for. If anybody has 
seen more than two episodes 
of Family Guy, they would un­
derstand what type of comedy 
he employs to get a laugh. I 
guess because he’s in a tuxedo 
and speaking to people direct­
ly he’s supposed to change that 
somehow?
The thought of a comedian 
changing his act to suit a crowd 
of celebrities seems pointless. 
What would be he point of 
having comedians host these 
award shows if their act is 
neutered to fit the grandiose 
nature of these award shows. 
McFarland’s act is cringe hu­
mor, take it or leave it.
I feel like with just about 
every other hot button issue in 
this country, most people will 
approach these award show 
goofs with an acute sense of 
hypersensitivity. I remember 
just last month all of the action 
figures for Tarentino’s Django 
Unchained being pulled off of 
the shelf because people found 
them offensive (many more 
people felt just as strongly 
about the film itself). Even 
though there were action fig­
ures for all of his other films, 
including his previous film In­
glorious Bastards.
There’s something about 
the silver screen and all things 
involved that makes people 
react so emotionally when it 
comes to messages being sent.
I can think of four Family Guy 
episodes oflhand that have 
WAY worse jokes than those 
seen on Sundays program. It 
astonishes me that people are 
allowed to say whatever they 
want as long as it’s not in a 
room full of celebrities. I feel 
like if Kanye West made his fa­
mous Tma let you finish” rant 
in a Youtube short that con­
tained even more insults, there 
wouldn’t have been nearly as 
much backlash. I feel like this 
is especially true in the case of 
Ricky Gervais where he was 
ridiculed for...ridiculing the 
celebrities in attendance at the 
Golden Globes.
Gervais didn’t say too much 
more than people during the 
pre and post Golden Globe
ceremony shows haven’t said 
before. But for some reason, 
him poking fun at the celeb­
rities during the award cer­
emony (which was hilarious 
by the way) was far too out of 
hand I didn’t realize we were 
supposed to idolize AND 
baby celebrities during their 
“big moment” Maybe people 
should be less critical of these 
hosts and understand that it’s 
hard to stay true to your act, 
as well as entertain a room full 
of Hollywood’s elite. Maybe 
we should just lighten up and 
let the comedic hosts do what 
they’re being paid for and en­
tertain us with their given va­
riety of comedy.
nsmith a lanthom.com
QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
HOW ACADEMICALLY PREPARED 
FOR COLLEGE DID YOU FEEL AFTER 
GRADUATING HIGH SCHOOL?
“I thought I was decently pre­
pared because I took several AP 
classes throughout college.”
CHASE PIETRANGELO
Sophomore 
Computei Science 
Chesterfield. Mich.
“I felt well-prepared because of 
the variety of classes we had to 
take in high school.”
MARISSA BUSKARD
Freshman
Biology
Grand Rapids. Mich
“As well as could be expected. 
There is only so much you can 
learn in high school.”
ANDREW ROZNOWSKI
Graduate
History
Muskegon. Mich.
VALLEY VOTE
Do you think having a high 
GPA is important?
YES: 57% NO: 43%
EDITORIAL
THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION:
Did you feel academically 
prepared for college after high 
school graduation?
LOG ON & VOTE
LANTHORN.COM
WEB EXCLUSIVE
Read the blog:
GLOBAL
PERSPECTIVES
by Garrick See
THE REMEDY
With college-readiness rates for Michigan students sinking, colleges 
have to revise their approach to bring struggling students up to speed
A
t Grand Valley State Univer­
sity - and colleges nationwide 
- students have a hard time 
adjusting to the academic demands of 
higher education. In fact, this year, in 
Gov. Rick Snyder’s State of the State 
address, he reported college readiness 
rates of Michigan high schoolers at 
only 17 percent. 60 percent of students 
in the state, Snyder said, have to take a 
remedial course upon entering com­
munity college.
At GVSU, 15.4 percent of new 
freshman take at least one remedial 
or development course in their first 
year, and 4.5 percent take two or more. 
While than on it’s own is much lower 
than Snyder’s reported statewide total, 
students taking no remedial classes for 
the 2011 -12 school year had an aver­
age GPA of 2.95. For students taking 
one remedial course, the average GPA 
drops to 2.68 and down again to 2.39 
for students taking two or more. As
far as six-year graduation rates go at 
GVSU, the 66 percent graduation rate 
of students taking no remedial courses 
drops down to 43 percent for students 
enrolled in two or more courses.
With numbers showing a decline in 
improvement - a contradiction to the 
intended result of remedial courses - 
GVSU faculty is developing a commit­
tee of interested faculty and unit heads 
to update the courses, and according to 
administrators, “do some planning for 
a more comprehensive approach.”
In a report done in December 2012 
by the Charles A. Dana Center, Com­
plete College America, Inch. Education 
Commission of the States and Jobs 
for the Future, researches wrote that 
“remedial education as commonly 
designed and implemented - that is, 
sequences of several semester-long 
courses that students must complete 
before gaining access to college-level 
gateway courses - does not work.”
Instead, the report suggests a differ­
ent kind of remedial aid for students 
academically struggling upon entrance, 
like “...‘non-academic’ supports that 
help them explore and clarify goals for 
college and careers, develop college 
success skills, engage with campus 
culture, and address the conflicting 
demands of work, family, and college,” 
But as GVSU updates its approach 
to remedial education, it’s a com­
mendable move toward rectifying the 
gaps in college readiness set forth way 
back in K-12 education. 17 percent of 
Michigan high schoolers graduate with 
the academic skills that meet college 
readiness standards. So while universi­
ties - GVSU included - could do more 
comprehensive reparation of student 
academics, this brokenness starts way 
down in the public school system, and 
only manifests itself during college 
more forcefully in the maladjusted.
GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I BY ANDREW SMITH
"The fine curriculum provided 
to me by Wayland Union High 
School made me feel confident 
that I would succeed in my col­
legiate career.”
NATE DEMAAGD
Junior
Math/Economics 
Dorr. Mich.
“I thought I was really prepared. 
Then I got here and realized 
I never really learned how to 
study."
ALLISON KLAUER
Senior
Medical Laboratory Sciences 
Armada. Mich.’
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How to survive any spring break trip
BY CHRISTINE COLLERAN
GVL COLUMNIST
We glorify the concept of 
college spring break. MTV 
(the once end-all-be-all of 
American pop culture), 
raised us with the notion that 
spring break was the time in 
which all inhibitions were 
lost, copious amounts of al­
cohol consumed, and irre­
sponsible actions instigated.
While we know that 
this picture of spring break 
doesn’t always prove accu­
rate, it does exist as one of 
the three types of common 
spring break trips. Whether 
you and your friends are 
taking over Panama City 
Beach or you are spending 
the break at home with your
4
family, here are some tips and 
notes to help you survive the 
experience.
Trip # 1 The Beach Trip 
With Friends
Congratulations, you have 
successfully followed social 
norms and planned “theee” 
spring break trip of the cen­
tury. Where your imagina­
tion lacks, your wallet does as 
well. Those things being said, 
you have probably worked 
hard all semester (after all, 
you can afford this trip) and 
it’s really freaking cold here- 
so go get warm and enjoy 
yourself.
Things not to do: Don’t 
drink too much and get a tat­
too, and, yes- lip tattoos count 
(buy a souvenir for your 
mother instead). Things to 
do: Do bring an air-mattress. 
The only way you could af­
ford this trip was sleeping 13 
people to a room, so having 
an air-mattress makes you 
the Einstein of the group.
Trip # 2 The Family Trip
Despite the fact that Ein-
A A
stein is on the other trip, it 
is you, my friend, who is the 
true genius here. After all, 
Mom and Dad won’t take 
you on vacation forever. Your 
wallet remains mostly intact, 
and chances are you are go­
ing somewhere a little more 
exciting than Panama City or 
Daytona Beach.
Things not to do: Drink 
too much (I am sensing a 
theme) and fight with your 
parents. They reserve the 
right to send you to your 
(hotel) room if you get a little 
to rowdy. Don’t harass your 
siblings in front of your par­
ents. You are in college now; 
you are intelligent enough to 
determine the appropriate 
time to give your brother a 
wet willie.
Things to do: Actually chat 
with your parents. You are a 
product of them, so chances 
are they were cool once too. 
Also, take advantage of the 
really great food; it wont hurt 
your wallet!
Trip # 3 Heading Home
for the Week
We all need a low-key 
spring break every now and 
then. While your break will 
hardly amounts to lip tattoos 
in Panama City, you can still 
have your fun.
Things not to do: Drink 
too much (if you are under 
age- and just in general), 
people say GVSU is bad with 
minor in possession charges, 
but I have heard plenty of 
stories of students getting 
too comfortable at home and 
coming back with that awful 
MIP ticket.
Things to do: Go the local 
bars (provided you are 21). 
Try to find your math teacher 
from high school and watch 
his/her eye twitch as you buy 
them a drink.
In the end, no matter 
where you go, the key to a 
great spring break is to be 
smart and enjoy your time 
with friends and family. Be 
safe Grand Valley, see you 
next week!
ccollaranalanthom.com
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Looking back: Dr. Veta Tucker speaks at the Freedom, Slavery and the Underground Railroad presentation at the Loosemore 
Auditorium to conclude Black History Month. Tucker will also speak Thursday, February 28, in the Pere Marquette Room.
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SHOWCASE
CONTINUED FROM A3
sponsors a themat­
ic showroom, “Louie’s 
Room,” though the 
showrooms haven’t been 
permanent fixtures un­
til recently. The uni­
versity bookstore part­
nered with Housing in 
November 2011 to help 
integrate the new rooms, 
and housing has since 
created a system for us­
age and upkeep of the 
rooms.
The sustainable show­
room will be the first 
‘themed’ room hosted by 
Housing.
“We think making one 
that is sustainable will be 
a tangible expression for 
sustainability as one of
our values and we can 
report it for the AASGE 
STARS report, a national 
standard for sustain­
ability assessment that is 
done every year,” Howley 
said.
Bed, Bath, and Beyond 
reached out to GVSU to 
help furnish the show­
room, providing all of 
the items free of charge. 
Since then, other com­
panies have reached out 
to sponsor showrooms. 
With their help, Housing 
plans to continue work­
ing on the showrooms to 
make them positive ex­
periences for prospective 
students, while reflecting 
the values of the housing 
department. .
ephillips(a)
lanthorn.com
SALE
CONTINUED FROM A3
market groups.
“When something 
has started to become 
popular, you can say 
that they’re wearing that 
brand because of the 
ads, but I would also say 
that they’re wearing that 
brand because it’s what 
everybody else is wear­
ing and they want to be 
like everyone else,” she 
said.
Cowart, on the other 
hand, said students might 
be more vulnerable to ad­
vertising just because of 
how much exposure they 
have to ads. She said re­
search shows the typical 
college student devotes 
about 21 to 23 hours a 
week watching televi­
sion, and combining that 
with the amount of time 
spent online shows stu­
dents are constantly be­
ing bombarded with ads.
There are also adver­
tising techniques that are 
less noticeable, like get­
ting one month of a sub­
scription free and then 
charging for the product 
in future months. Benet 
said advertising early is
also very purposeful so 
that students are locked 
in, to a trip for example, 
and can’t change their 
minds later if realizing 
they have more expenses 
to cover than they have 
the money for.
“Being more aware 
makes any person, col­
lege student or more 
mature adult, less sus­
ceptible to falling into 
things that are caused 
by a lack of knowledge,” 
Benet said.
Cowart agreed that 
students can be aware 
of common techniques 
used in advertising to 
make better purchasing 
decisions.
“The ability to dissect 
and process advertising 
messages is a key step in 
the purchase decision,” 
she said. “So, like any 
consumer, students must 
be mindful that ads are 
normally meant to gener­
ate a financial exchange. 
However, we can use the 
information presented to 
make informed decisions 
and at the end of the day, 
the best consumer is an 
informed consumer.”
shillenbrand(a>
lanthorn.com
ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL
Changes: Shaily Menon, associate dean of the College of 
Liberal Arts, speaks at the Asian Women presentation.
DIVERSITY
CONTINUED FROM A3
Menon spoke to the group 
about common stereotypes 
that get perpetuated and 
continued throughout the 
workplace and in academic 
settings. She said one of the 
main reasons these stereo­
types continue is the lack of 
mentoring or role models.
Menon explained that a 
schema is another form of 
stereotype that can play a 
major role in diversity and 
judgments. “Schemas are 
subconscious (thoughts) 
about who will be success­
ful,” Menon said. “We’re 
not even aware that we have 
them, but people fall back 
on them.”
She said schemas are 
usually used under a time 
crunch or when little infor­
mation is known about a 
subject or person.
“We all have bias. We all 
have schemas. They are not 
all bad,” Menon said. “It’s 
only bad when it influences 
who can be a leader, who 
gets promoted. Just make 
sure you don’t fall back on 
your bias.”
Many of the participants 
of the event were women
in leadership positions at 
GVSU, and Menon said 
they should be aware of the 
potential prejudice but also 
prepare for it ahead of time.
“Don’t set up conditions 
that allows bias to flourish,” 
she said.
She also spoke about 
behaviors that are con­
nected to a certain stereo­
type or perception that can 
lead to misunderstanding 
and miscommunication in 
leadership roles. Menon 
said looking at only be­
haviors can lead to trouble, 
“because we don’t see the 
values that underline the 
behaviors.”
Although topics mostly 
centered on higher educa­
tion, Dang said a shift to 
thinking of culturally diverse 
people in higher education 
can start in the home.
“Parents say go be a doc­
tor, an engineer, but don’t 
discuss (the possibility) of 
higher education. The shift 
of thinking (can start) at 
home,” she said. “We have 
work to do. More Asian 
and Latino students will be 
coming to higher educa­
tion. Faculty and staff need 
to match.”
khaight(a)lanthorn.com
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TAYLOR EARNS PLAYER 
OF WEEK AWARD
Grand Valley State Uni­
versity senior Briauna Taylor 
has been named the GLIAC 
Women's Basketball North 
Division Player of the Week 
for the third time this sea­
son. Taylor notched a pair of 
double-doubles last week as 
GVSU (18-7) lost at Saginaw 
Valley State University 71-61 
before returning home for 
a 61-58 victory over Wayne 
State University.The forward 
from Livonia, Mich, was out­
standing in both games, tal­
lying 13 points, 12 rebounds 
and six assists at SVSU and 
23 points, 14 boards (career- 
high) and four assists against 
Wayne State.The Lakers will 
host Ferris State this Satur­
day at 8 p.m. in the team's 
final game of the regular 
season.
WOMEN'S CROSS 
COUNTRY WINS AWARD
The Grand Valley State 
University women's cross­
country team has been 
named the 2012 Division 
II Cross Countrywomen's 
ScholarTeam of the Year by 
the USTFCCCA.Teams are 
judged by their finish at the 
NCAA National Champion­
ships and must earn All-Aca­
demic status.The reigning 
NCAA Division II champions 
reached a 3.312 grade point 
average through the fall se­
mester, winning the award 
for the second time in three 
years.
SPORTS
SCHEDULE
M. BASKETBALL 
Saturday vs. Ferris State 
6 p.m.
W. BASKETBALL 
Saturday vs. Ferris State 
8 p.m.
SWIMMING & DIVING 
Tuesday - NCAA D2
Diving Qualification 
(Ala.)
W. LACROSSE 
Monday at Assumption 
3 p.m.
M. BASEBALL 
Tuesday - Notre Dame 
(Ohio) 3 p.m. (Fla.) 
Tuesday - Notre Dame 
(Ohio) 5:30 p.m. (Fla.)
SOFTBALL 
Sunday - Wayne State 
(Neb.) 1 p.m. (Fla.)
Sunday - Gannon 3 p.m. 
(Fla.)
Monday - Dowling 9 a.m. 
(Fla.)
Monday - Georgian 
Court 11 a.m. (Fla.) 
Tuesday - Lewis 9 a.m. 
(Fla.)
Tuesday - Assumption 11 
a.m. (Fla.)
M.TENNIS 
Monday - Olivet 
Nazarene 8 a.m. (Fla.) 
Tuesday - Stonehill 8 
a.m. (Fla.)
Tuesday - Moravian 1 
p.m. (Fla.)
W. TENNIS 
Monday - Olivet 
Nazarene 8 a.m. (Fla.) 
Tuesday - Providence 8 
a.m. (Fla.)
Tuesday - Meredith 4 
p.m. (Fla.)
W. GOLF
Sunday at Las Vegas 
Desert Classic 
Monday at Las Vegas 
Desert Classic
NATIONALS
GVSU teams prepare nationals in Alabama over spring break
Lakers to send 40 track, 
field student athletes to 
nationals for first time
BY PETE BARROWS
GVL STAFF WRITER *
A
ll season long, the Grand Valley State Uni­
versity track and field teams have set new re­
cords. Add one more to the record books. 
This year, for the first time, the program will 
send 40 of their student-athletes south to Birming­
ham, Ala. to compete in the 2013 NCAA Division 
II Indoor Track and Field National Championship.
The entry field for the meet, which will be held 
March 8-9, was expanded this year by 70 slots, but 
GVSU will have its largest and quite possibly most 
balanced representation in the programs history 
and that’s an accomplishment in and of itself.
“We’ve got a lot of good kids in,” said GVSU 
head track and field coach Jerry Baltes. “I’m confi­
dent in the kids we have toeing the line, getting on 
the runways and in the circles. Now the objective 
is to go down there and score as many points as 
possible. We just need to go down there and com­
pete and if we do that, good things can happen.”
The men’s side will send 14 total entries and 
19 student-athletes, including seniors Matt Arm­
strong (shot put), Donnie Stiffler (weight throw), 
Raphael Gelo (pole vault) and Kevin Leland (pole 
vault), juniors Bret Myers (pole vault) and Tendo 
Lukwago (triple jump), sophomores Trent Chap­
pell (high jump) and Lee VanKampen (weight 
throw), freshmen Ethan Barnes (800-meter), 
Blake Donson (weight throw) and Darien Thorn­
ton (shot put/weight throw), as well as two relay 
teams - the distance medley relay team consist­
ing of freshmen Nick Wharry and Daniel Pung,
ROBERT MATHEWS
Clearing the mark: Junior Alisha Weaver competes in the 2013 GLIAC Championship. Weaver will be 
participating in the high jump for the Lakers as the team prepares to send 40 members to Alabama.
junior Jeremy Wilk and senior Larry Julson, and 
the record breaking 4x400 all-junior squad of 
Nathaniel Hammersmith, Chris Teitsma, Logan 
Hoffman and Mohammed Mohamed.
The women have 23 entries of their own and 
will send 21 athletes. Seniors Sam Lockhart (shot 
put/weight throw), Jamie Smith (weight throw) 
and Monica Kinney (mile), juniors Kalena Frank­
lin (60-meter hurdles), Kristen Hixson (pole 
vault), Lisa Galasso (800-meter), Courtney Brewis 
(5,000-meter), Madie Rodts (3,000-meter), Molly
Slavens (5,000-meter) and Alisha Weaver (higl 
jump), sophomores Brittney Banister (60-metc 
dash), Michaela Lewis (60-meter dash), Jessici 
Janecke (3,000/5,000-meter runs) and Jacquelin) 
Williams (pole vault) and freshmen Alyssa Zo" 
koe (weight throw), Katelyn Cliff (mile), Allyson 
Winchester (3,000/5,000-meter runs) and Allison 
Work (mile) all made the cut.
They will also be sending their respective,
SEE NATIONALS, B2;
Swim and dive teams prepare for nationals
BO ANDERSON j GVL
Getting ready: Hailey LaBar swims the backstroke during a recent match. LaBar and team will be traveling to Alabama.
BY JAY BUSHEN
GVL ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
The Grand Valley State Universi­
ty swimming and diving teams hope 
their spring break trip to Alabama 
will be more than just a temporary 
escape from the snow.
GVSU will hope for success at the 
CrossPlex Complex in Birmingham, 
Ala. next week while competing in
the 2013 NCAA Division II Men’s 
and Women’s Swimming and Diving 
Championships.
GVSU head coach Andy Boyce 
expects his team’s standouts to per­
form at a high level.
“We just have to stay focused,” 
Boyce said. “We don’t have as many 
qualifiers as we’ve had in the past, 
but the ones we have are strong in
their events.”
The women’s team recently came 
away from the GLIAC Champion­
ships with a fourth-place finish, and 
saw solid performances on the indi­
vidual level.
The No. 17 Lakers were led by ju­
nior record-holder Caitlyn Madsen, 
who was the lone individual event 
winner for GVSU. Madsen captured
a victory in the 200 fly with a time of 
2 minutes, 3.32 seconds, and broke 
her own school record in the 100 
fly when she touched second with a 
time of 55.85.
“I am going to prepare the same 
way for nationals as I would for any, 
other meet,” Madsen said. “This year) 
I’m into it thinking that I’m on the] 
same level as everyone else.”
She and classmate Danielle Val»‘ 
lier will both have four opportuni-* 
ties, two individual events and two 
relays, to make their mark at the 
competition. The pair of captains 
will be joined by sophomores Ol­
ivia Schultz and Sarah Roeser in 
the team’s fourth-seeded (1:43.90) 
medley relay team and sixth-seeded 
(3:47.92) 400 medley relay team.
The women’s diving team will also 
hope to be at their best on the 1-me­
ter board behind senior captain Jas-| 
mine Ramahi, junior Katie Vulpetti; 
and freshman Taylor Wiercinski. > 
, On the men’s side, the No. 15* 
Lakers team walked away from the! 
conference championships with aj 
second-place finish after a late rally! 
to catch Wayne State University fell! 
just short.
Six members of the team will rep- j 
resent GVSU in their events: junior} 
Erik Aakesson (one event), fresh-, 
man Gianni Ferrero (four events),! 
junior Michael Griffith (three! 
events), sophomore Sven Kardol,
, j
SEE DIVE, B2J
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Nadratowski looks to build off 2012 season
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR
For most incoming stu­
dent athletes, there can be 
a long adjustment period 
before freshmen can see 
themselves make an impact 
on their programs.
Sophomore Mike Nadra­
towski is an exception.
Last year, in his first 
season, Nadratowski was 
named the National Colle­
giate Baseball Writers Asso­
ciation Freshman of the Year 
and the GLIAC Freshman 
of the Year after he led the 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity baseball team in batting
average (.414), runs (51), 
hits (79) and stolen bases 
(21), and helped GVSU post 
a 43-16 record.
“He’s one of the most 
competitive people you 
will ever meet,” said head 
coach Jamie Detillion. “He’s 
a student of the game. You 
can see him during games 
and in practice situations, 
thinking situations out and 
trying to figure out the col­
lege game and just putting 
himself in position to suc­
ceed by doing so."
Nadratowski’s speed and 
versatility have made him an 
ideal leadoff man for GVSU.
The center fielder reached 
base on nearly half of his at- 
bats, posting a .496 on-base 
percentage.
“He brings a lot to the 
table, especially for our 
team in terms of being a 
great leadoff hitter,” Detil­
lion said. “He sets the table 
for a lot of the guys in the 
middle lineup to produce 
runs. He’s a pretty big cata­
lyst to get our team going in 
big situations.”
Nadratowski’s success 
didn’t happen overnight. 
For him, his success was a 
result of the training and 
offseason work that he put
in over the winter.
“I just think it was get­
ting comfortable with my 
surroundings and trying to 
gain confidence in the win­
ter with hitting and every­
thing,” Nadratowski said. 
“Once we got outside and I 
got the opportunity to start, 
just took advantage of it and 
not looked back.”
Other people within the 
program have taken notice 
of Nadratowski’s work ethic, 
including his head coach.
“He’s mature beyond his 
years,” Detillion said. “He 
comes to practice every 
day looking to get better.
You can’t always say that! 
about everybody, but I can! 
definitely say that about; 
him. He comes to practice; 
every single day looking to| 
get better and to put him-t 
self in position to become a* 
better player.”
Just like any other ath-| 
lete, Nadratowski had to! 
acquaint himself to the col- J 
legiate level. Unlike most; 
athletes, it didn’t take long' 
for him to excel and find his 
way in the lineup.
“In the beginning I strug­
gled,” Nadratowski said. “I!
SEE SEASON, B2
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Road to Recovery
ARCHIVE | GVL
Last try: Monica Kinney runs during a previous Outdoor National Championship. 
Kinney has battled different injuries through her career.
Kinney finds familiar 
success after injuries
i
BY PETE BARROWS
S GVL STAFF WRITER
Track and field is a demanding 
; sport and a daily grind, but the
(athletes that can conceal the pain 
and run through discomfort al­
ways prosper. In a sport where per­
severance through pain is placed at 
I a premium, the fastest runners are 
! generally the smoothest.
Its hard to imagine that se- 
! nior Monica Kinneys career as a 
J member of the Grand Valley State 
| University track and field team 
| could have possibly gotten off to a 
> smoother start.
* As a freshman, Kinney took 
first in both the 800-meter and 
distance medley relay GLLAC fi­
nals, and finished third at the in­
door nationals with a time of 4 
minutes, 48.98 seconds in the mile. 
She followed that up with a GLIAC 
indoor championship in the mile 
(4:57.30) and DMR in her sopho­
more season.
Not to be outdone, Kinneys ju­
nior indoor season was one for the 
ages. She finished 2011 with seven 
first place finishes, won two indi­
vidual national titles at the Division 
II Indoor Championships, finish­
ing first in both the mile (4:44.41) 
and 5,000-meter (16.26.02) dis­
tances and was a named a three- 
event All-American.
Her outdoor track resume 
through three seasons is equally 
impressive and her value to the 
program cannot be understated. In 
2011, the GVSU women became 
the first program to sweep the na­
tional championship circuit with 
titles in cross-country, indoor track 
and outdoor track in a calendar 
year and Kinneys contributions 
were integral to accomplishing the 
feat. Along the way, she broke two 
school records, the mile (4.43.24) 
and 3,000-meter run (9.22.75), re­
cords she still holds today.
Kinney made it all look effort­
less, but in what was to be her se­
nior season, the daily grind finally 
got the better of her. A nagging 
right knee injury endured dur­
ing cross-country developed into 
stress fractures, forcing her to de­
clare a medical redshirt. For Kin­
ney, it was time to demonstrate her 
capability to persist. Earlier this 
season, she re-aggravated the same 
knee with a fresh bout of stress re­
actions. However, Kinney was de­
termined to stick around to finish.
“She’s very stubborn,” said 
GVSU head coach Jerry Baltes. 
“She’s stubborn when the gun
goes off and she’s going to give it 
her all to compete to the best of 
her ability.”
It took almost a month without 
running, and a steady regiment 
of cross-training which included 
cycling, jaunts on an anti-gravity 
treadmill and regular pool sessions 
with older sister Erin, a former 
distance swimmer with the GVSU 
swim and dive program. Kin­
ney, a former high school swim­
mer herself, never wavered in her 
commitment to the training, even 
when forced to pursue unconven­
tional methods that required great 
amounts of self-discipline.
“She’s really driven, really moti­
vated and she’s able to cross-train 
at a really high level,” said GVSU 
distance coach Nick Polk. “She’s 
able to do stuff on her own on a 
really high level without coaches 
having to be there to push her to 
do it. That’s the drive that made her 
good. That’s what makes good at 
getting back to being healthy.”
In her first meet back this year, 
the GVSU Tune Up, Kinney was 
slated to run in what had become 
her signature event, the mile, and 
wasn’t sure what to expect.
“Oh my gosh, I was nervous,” 
she said. “I had only run like 15 
minutes for the past five days. I was 
in tears on the line and was like, T
don’t know if I’m going to finish.”*
Not only did Kinney finish, she 
finished with a vengeance, taking 
second place in the event. With 
her provisional qualifying mark 
secure, the Lakers took home their 
14th consecutive GLIAC Cham­
pionship and Kinney nabbed an 
individual GLIAC title in the mile 
(4.55.08).
Kinney, a nursing major, 
wouldn’t mind hanging around the 
program as a graduate assistant to 
continue recouping lost time. The 
next stop along Kinney’s road to 
recovery will be Birmingham, Ala. 
for the Division II Indoor National 
Meet. A meet that will provide Kin­
ney one more chance to do what 
she does best - continue to run.
“I’m just happy for her and 
happy for the team and I’m excited 
to see what she can hopefully do 
the next two weeks,” Baltes said. 
“I’m not surprised. She’s talented, 
she works hard and does the right 
things. I’m not going to put any 
pressure on her and say she’s got 
to do one thing or another. Just get 
in there and compete, make the fi­
nals and see what she can do. If we 
can have another ten days of good 
training, I think she can drop some 
more time and score well at the na­
tional meet.”
pbarrows(a)lanthorn.com
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Smashed: Freshman outfielder Mike Nadratowski (4) at bat against Ashland. Nadratowski is looking to 
build on his strong freshman season as he prepares to play center field.
continues to grow and add 
new elements to his game in 
preparation for the Lakers 
new season.
GVSU opens their season 
March 5 during their spring 
break trip in Florida with 
a matchup against Notre 
Dame College.
“I’m sure he’ll have an­
other huge year,” said sopho­
more Kevin Zak. “He’s been 
working hard and working 
on a couple different things. 
I think his game is only gon­
na get better and he’s gonna 
get better as a player.”
sports(S)lanthorn.com
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CONTINUED FROM B1
always expect a lot of 
myself, so it was real frus­
trating in the beginning 
when I struggled. As soon 
as I got comfortable, I got 
a lot better at the plate and 
I started playing with a lot 
more confidence and that 
helped me strive to where I 
was last year."
Nadratowski found him­
self making changes to his 
own game. During his first 
campaign, those subtle 
changes helped him grow as
an all-around player.
“It’s way more of a mental 
game,” he said. “You gotta 
know the situations with 
hitting and being smarter 
on the base paths. In high 
school, with my speed I 
could kind of get away with 
anything I wanted to. With 
situational hitting, knowing 
when to get guys over and 
getting sac bunts down. Just 
the little things like that was 
probably the biggest learn­
ing curve for me.”
For Nadratowski, being 
complacent with his past 
success is not an option. He
DIVE
CONTINUED FROM B1
(two events), junior Aaron Marken 
(three events) and sophomore Milan Medo 
(one event).
Ferrero provided a huge boost to the 
team when he transferred to GVSU at the 
start of the semester from Idstein, Germa­
ny. In the month of January, he managed to 
win ten individual events while breaking a 
number of school records.
His NCAA “A” cut time of 1:37.46 
earned him the third highest seed in the 
200 freestyle, while his sixth-seeded time 
of 1:47.95 in the 200 IM notched another 
“A” cut time. The freshman said his career 
is just getting started.
“I still have to prove that I’m one of the 
best,” Ferrero said. “I want to show every­
one what I’m capable of”
Griffith has also been a major contribu­
tor to the team’s success in 2013. He fin­
ished in the top three of all seven events
he competed in at the conference champi­
onships, touching first in the 100 fly with 
a time of 48.75 while taking part in three 
first-place relays.
The second-seeded 200 medley re­
lay team (Aakesson, Ferrero, Griffith and 
Marken) posted an “A” cut time of 1:28.31 
earlier in the season, while the 400 medley 
relay team (Ferrero, Griffith, Marken and 
Medo) also earned a high seed with a time 
of 3:16.58, which is the fourth-best Divi­
sion II time.
“The competition is getting better every 
year,” Boyce said. “D2 is faster than it’s ever 
been, but we’re really looking forward to 
posting some good times and seeing where 
we land as a team.”
The diving qualification meet will 
happen on Tuesday at 9 a.m. before 
the 2013 NCAA Division II Men’s and 
Women’s Swimming and Diving Cham­
pionships, which run from Wednesday 
through Saturday.
assistantsports(a)lanthorn.com
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DMR team of juniors Lisa Galasso and 
Andrea Kober and sophomores Jessica Jan- 
ecke and Hannah Osborn. The 4x400 relay 
team comprised of juniors Andrea Kober 
and Kalena Franklin, sophomore Brittney 
Bannister and freshman Brittany Terry will 
also all make the trip.
The women will be tasked with defend­
ing their title as favorites and the men will 
compete for their first top four placing 
since 2008. Both units will look to continue 
their recent success this season.
“You got three sides of it,” said sprints, 
hurdles and relay coach Keith Roberts. 
“You got the people who go crazy and do 
above and beyond, you’ve got the people 
who do what they did to get there and 
you’ve got the people who fall apart. If you 
do what you did to get there, chances are 
you’re going to do well.”
If GVSU is to finish the indoor season
off with a few more hits, it’ll be done as 
a team.
“What’s driven Grand Valley is the team 
and so I think to have more of us there is 
only going to help,” said GVSU distance 
coach Nick Polk. “From seeing each other 
compete, to cheering, to motivating each 
other, I think having the big team is what’s 
going to spark us to do something we’ve 
never done.”
No matter how the championships turn 
out or how many records they break, the 
focus will remain on the process.
“The way I look at it, every day I’m 
here to help kids get better,” Baltes said. 
“If that means hopefully winning a na­
tional championship, outstanding. But my 
primary focus and duty is to help these 
kids now and tomorrow and two weeks, 
two months, two years (to) get better. You 
have to focus on the day-to-day process, 
and if you do that good things will happen 
for you at some point.”
pbarrows(a4anthorn.com
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Spring break serves as training tool for GV athletics
BY ADAM KNORR
GVL STAFF WRITER
Every year, thousands of college students 
flock to Florida for spring break to relax and 
enjoy the sun. The Grand Valley State Univer­
sity athletic teams will also be heading to Flor­
ida, only with a slightly different itinerary.
laking a week off from any sport at the 
collegiate level can be devastating, but espe­
cially for sports such as tennis and baseball 
where timing means everything.
The tennis team will be playing in Orlan­
do, while the baseball squad is penciled in for 
the RossMatt Invitational in central Florida.
The GVSU mens and womens golf, wom­
ens lacrosse and softball teams will also be 
headed south to train during spring break.
The trip will be the first time playing in the 
elements for the tennis team, an immensely 
different feel than playing indoors. Fortunate­
ly, the Lakers will get two days to practice ac­
climating to the outdoors. The environment is 
not the only area of focus for GVSU.
“Our doubles still need a lot of work,” said 
head coach John Black. “A lot of our doubles 
are guys playing with new partners, figuring 
out which shots work and which shots don’t.”
New partners and new players seem to 
be a central theme this season for the Lak­
ers, as their roster showcases three fresh­
men and three sophomores, with just two 
returning starters.
The team’s youth doesn’t seem to worry 
junior co-captain Bryan Hodges.
“The guys we have are really mature,” 
Hodges said. “Francis (Bertrand) played Di­
vision I before he came here. I don’t think 
the age affects us. We’re setting our sights on 
the GLIAC title.”
Both Black and Hodges have reason to 
be confident in the team up to this point in 
the season, as the Lakers have had a solid 
start, sporting a 5-1 record in match play as 
they head into March.
Hodges, who has been to two previous 
spring break events for the tennis team, 
knows the trip can do far more than just 
hone tennis skills.
“This trip brings us together as a whole 
team,” Hodges said. “It’s great for bonding. 
We usually don’t get to do that in Michigan.”
What they have done in Michigan, howev­
er, is win matches. Hodges and the rest of the 
Laker lineup look to do the same in Florida.
While the tennis team hopes to win 
points in Orlando, the GVSU baseball team 
looks to be scoring runs only an hour away 
at the RussMatt Invitational.
The Lakers, who have yet to play a game 
this season, will get their first taste of live 
baseball this year.
GVSU is scheduled to play 10 games in a 
span of eight days, including games against 
multiple teams in their division. Despite the 
snow in Michigan, the Lakers know they 
can’t be cold come game time.
“We plan on coming out ready to play 
hard,” said head 
coach Jamie Detillion.
“Grand Valley has a 
winning tradition that 
we want to continue.
Our number one goal 
is showing up every 
single day. Results, ac­
colades and winning 
will come.”
GVSU’s high expecta­
tions are not unfounded, 
as the team is coming off 
a 2012 GLIAC Tournament 
win. The team also is returning 
11 starters.
“At this point, we’re just there to 
figure out positions and roles,” said fresh­
man pitcher J.T. Kawaski. “We just want to 
compete.”
aknorr(a)lanthorn.com
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DYNAMIC DUO LEADS LAKERS
BY TATE BAKER
GVL STAFF WRITER
When sophomore Francis 
Bertrand and junior Bryan 
Hodges first met on Fran­
cis’ recruiting visit to Grand 
Valley State University just 
months before Francis’ fresh­
man year, they realized they 
shared a connection.
“When we first met a 
couple of years ago, we really 
connected with one another,” 
Bertrand said. “I think we 
both realized that we shared 
many of the same interests, 
on and off of the court.”
Francis went on to attend 
Stony Brook University where 
he played one year before 
transferring to GVSU to play 
tennis. The dynamic duo has 
connected once again and re­
mains a threat not only to the 
GLIAC, but also the Division 
II Midwest Region.
“Not only myself, but also 
the entire team was really ex­
cited to have a chance to play 
alongside Francis,” Hodges 
said. “It has developed just 
the way we wanted it to, and 
now we are one of the top
doubles team in the GLIAC.”
Bertrand and Hodges 
connection is not only on 
the court but off the court as 
well. The pair is now room­
mates, which has strength­
ened their chemistry.
“We have really became 
the best of friends since he 
has been at Grand Valley,” 
Hodges said.
“We hang­
out all the 
time off the 
court, which 
makes our 
connection 
on the court 
even stron­
ger.”
B e r -
trand and Hodges currently 
boast a 4-1 record this sea­
son while playing in the No. 
1 doubles spot for GVSU. 
They are 3-0 in GLIAC play 
thus far.
One reason why this dou­
bles squad has developed into 
one of the premier duos in the 
GLIAC is due to their opposite, 
yet complementing, styles of 
play. A combination of power
BERTRAND
and finesse is what has been 
fueling the pair all season.
“When Francis and Bryan 
first started playing with each 
other, I knew they fit per­
fectly alongside one another,” 
said head coach John Black. 
“It’s a great combination of 
Francis’ power and Bryan’s fi­
nesse style of play that makes 
them hard to beat.”
This duo has the ability to 
bring a type of intimidation 
that usually isn’t seen too of­
ten, as Hodges provides the 
consistent style of play, and 
Bertrand awaits to slam the 
ball back whenever the op­
tion presents itself.
“He’s more finesse, and 
you could say that I am more 
of a power player,” Bertrand 
said. “He will place the ball 
in difficult spots for them to 
react, and I will be there to 
smash it home.”
Bertrand and Hodges 
have become more than just 
leaders in statistical catego­
ries, but leaders among their 
fellow teammates as well.
“They play so well together 
that other kids on the team
GET
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have taken notice and, as a re­
sult, have followed their lead,” 
Black said. “They never get 
rattled Their composure is al­
ways with them on the court.”
This Lakers leading dou­
bles duo has high aspirations 
for the GLIAC season and
beyond. Black believes they 
have yet to reach their poten­
tial and can grow even more.
“If they continue to work 
with each other and have 
the same continued success, 
then the sky is really the lim­
it for them,” he said.
Bertrand and Hodges, 
along with the rest of the ten­
nis team, will next be in action 
March 4 when they begin their 
spring break trip in Florida 
with a matchup against Olivet 
Nazarene University.
tbaker@lanthorn.com
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YOU’VE GOT 6 WAYS TO 
MAKE YOUR VOICE COUNT
GET SOCIAL
FB.com/GVSUFOOD
SURVEY SAYS...
TEXT & TELL*
♦Only at The Connection
THE CLASSICS
COMMEN
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Get them at all
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PRING BREAK IN GRAND RAPIDS
flans to stay out of the sunshine next week? Not on our watch.
kTURDAY, MARCH 2
[epdad with special guests Alexis and Flint 
stwood
ie Pyramid Scheme, 8 p.m.
18 and up
local electronic pop group, Stepdad, played last 
Jar‘s Warped Tour and has had singles featured on 
;V shows, including Weeds and Gossip Girl. Originally 
fanned by members, ultramark and Ryan McCarthy in 
•licago, the now five-member group always puts on 
tjfch-energy power pop shows.
SUNDAY, MARCH 3
Eric Johnson 
The Intersection, 7 p.m.
$20, all ages
Known for his electric guitar skills, Eric Johnson won 
a Grammy Award in 1991 for Best Rock Instrumental 
Performance, and has been featured the video game, 
“Guitar Hero III: Legends of Rock." Special guests are 
still to be determined, for the seated show.
MONDAY, MARCH 4
Hydrotech and Jake Walker 
Billy’s Lounge, 9 p.m.
No cover, 21 and up
Presented BassBm, the weekly electronic dance night 
at Billy's Lounge, Hydrotech’brings their explorative 
tribal techno sound and electronic dance music feel to 
a maximum energy performance. The Kalamazoo, Mich, 
duo will play along with Jake Walker a local dubstep artist 
from Holland, Mich. Happy hour with $1 Stroh’s and High 
Life bottles, $1.50 domestic bottles and 50 cents off of 
everything else runs from 3 p.m. - midnight.
TUESDAY, MARCH 5
Bob Seger and the Silver 
Bullet Band
Van Andel Arena, 7:30 p.m. 
$72.50, all ages
The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and 
Songwriters Hall of Fame legend 
is bringing his Rock and Roll Never 
Forgets 2013 Tour to Grand Rapids 
to showcase classic songs includ­
ing, "Turn The Page,’’ "Night Moves," 
“‘Against The Wind" and "Hollywood 
Nights." Seger has sold more than 
52 million records in the U.S. and is 
Hailed as one of the best classic rock 
performers of all time.
BY STEPHANIE ALLEN
GVL A&E EDITOR
I
f a packed suitcase, air- 
• plane tickets and warmer 
weather aren’t in your near 
future, or don’t seem to be fit­
ting into your college-student 
budget, don’t worry. The 
Grand Rapids entertainment 
scene is here to help fight off 
spring break woes with happy 
hours, concerts and a little bit 
of laughter.
With headlining classics, 
such as Bob Seger, and local 
favorites, including Grand 
Valley State University stu­
dent Nate Paulson, bringing 
the spring break party to 
downtown Grand Rapids, 
it won’t even feel like you’re 
still in Michigan - until, of
course, you step out of the 
venue. But drink specials will 
help you forget that. And 
with deals at many of the 
city’s most popular bars every 
night, there are plenty of op­
portunities to drink for cheap 
with friends. Keep it respon­
sible though — call designat­
ed drivers or taxi companies 
that service to Allendale.
For a more family-orient­
ed atmosphere, Disney On 
Ice is bringing their touring 
show to Van Andel Arena. 
You don’t have to travel to 
California or Florida to 
experience Disney when the 
world’s favorite characters are 
in Grand Rapids. They aren’t 
the only characters in town, 
though, as Laughfest kicks
off near the end of break 
with headlining comedians, 
including Brian Regan, Joel 
McHale and Lewis Black.
The 10-day festival features 
hundreds of comedy per­
formances, with many free 
shows in varying audience- 
approval levels.
While some people might 
already have their bags 
packed to go somewhere 
far, far away from campus, 
staying in Michigan doesn’t 
have to be that bad. Plenty of 
performance perks and op­
portunities to spend the night 
out on a budget make Grand 
Rapids a hot spot for spring 
break fun, despite the cold 
temperatures.
arts(a)lanthorn.com
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6
Brit Floyd
DeVos Performance Hall, 8 p.m. 
$29.50-$44.50, all ages
The three-hour Pink Floyd Ultimate 
Light and Sound Experience gives 
audiences an entrancing tribute to 
the classic rock band. Astonishing 
visual effects and a live performance 
will feature songs from five full- 
length Pink Floyd albums. Already 
seen by more than a quarter of a 
million people, the legacy experi­
ence will be worth every hard- 
earned penny spent to any classic 
rock fan.
THURSDAY, MARCH 7
*
Laughfest Opening Night Preview Shows 
The BOB, McFaddens and The Pyramid 
Scheme, 8 and 9 p.m.
Free, 21 and up
Surprise guests, sneak previews of local comedians, 
cjean show? and giveaways help kickoff the 10-day 
festival. The three featured bars offer drink specials, 
Jong with Laughfest menu items, and many surprises, 
iomedians to be seen throughout the night include, 
jckie Kashian, Pete Lee, Cash Levy, Jamie Lissow, 
tark Normand, Andy Pitz, Erik Rivera, Bengt Wash- 
jrn and Stu McCallister.
FRIDAY, MARCH 8
Flyleaf and Drowning Pool 
The Intersection, 7 p.m. 
$20, all ages
Flyleaf, the Christian hard rock group from Texas, joins 
forces with classic American metal band, Drowning 
Pool for a double-headliner show with special guests 
to still be determined. The two heavy rock pros will 
have the Intersection head banging and moshing well 
into the night.
SATURDAY, MARCH 9
Joel McHale
Grand Rapids Community College, Ford 
Fieldhouse, 8 p.m.
$32.50 - $37.50, Rated R content
McHale is currently starring on the NBC show, 
Community, hosts El’s The Soup and has previously 
anded roles in blockbuster films, such as TED and 
What’s Your Number? His stand-up show is one of 
the remaining big-name Laughfest 2013 performanc­
es that has not sold out yet, but tickets for his Rated 
R...Really! show are going fast.
I Students perform for a cause
i • ,
Colleges Against Cancer raises money for a cure
JESSICA HOLLENBECK | GVL
rtor th* cause: An artist performs at the Concert for a cure event in Area 51 in Kirkhof. The performers drew in $75 which will be 
donated to the American Cancer Society following the Relay for Life which will feature teams for GVSU organizations.
BTY STACY SABAITIS
GflVL STAFF WRITER
I When it comes to can­
cer, students Kirsten Platto 
ahd Sabrina Stewart know a 
tbing or two about the dis­
ease, which has affected their 
f4milies. To help fight for a
cure, they joined Grand Val­
ley State University’s chapter 
of Colleges Against Cancer 
and have been raising mon­
ey toward this year’s Relay 
For Life on April 12.
“I did Relay (For Life) 
last year and I was like so
in love with it that I was to­
tally ready to take on more 
responsibility for this club," 
Stewart said.
Their latest endeavor was 
planning the second-annual 
“Concert for a Cure,” which 
took place Feb. 22 in Area
51 inside the Kirkhof Cen­
ter, and featured performers 
Luke Paul, a GVSU sopho­
more, Xavier Remmo-Long, 
a GVSU freshman, and Al- 
exa Lusader, a sophomore at 
Oakland University.
Last year the event raised
$300, but was only able to 
draw in $75 in donations 
last Friday. The money will 
eventually be donated to the 
American Cancer Society, 
after being put toward the 
leading Relay For Life team.
“Basically, the money that 
we raise here goes toward 
the top team, towards their 
amount, so it’s just kind of 
another incentive because 
everyone wants to be the top 
team at relay,” Stewart said.
Competition is involved 
in raising money for Re­
lay For Life, where student 
organizations form teams, 
gain as many donations as 
they can and walk around 
the Fieldhouse Arena track 
from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
“It’s kind of in the top 
team’s benefit to win to get 
this extra money, for their 
team, also,” Platto said.
This year’s “Concert for 
a Cure” performers did not 
hesitate to join the Colleges 
Against Cancer cause.
“I decided to come back 
because last year everyone 
was so cheery and excited 
about supporting the cause,” 
Paul said. “I really enjoy be­
ing around people who are 
passionate about things like 
that”
Lusader doesn’t even go 
to GVSU but she wanted to 
help the cause. “Well, they
asked me to perform be­
cause they knew I sang so I 
was like, ‘Yeah, I’m all for it,*” 
she said.
Along with Relay for Life, 
Colleges Against Cancer 
tries to get students involved 
with other projects as well, 
such as interacting with can­
cer patients at Gilda’s Club, 
Platto said.
“It basically just spreads 
awareness about the Ameri­
can Cancer Society and all 
of the different benefits that 
they have to offer, like Road 
To Recovery and Hope 
Lodge downtown, just to 
promote awareness about 
everything going on,” Stew­
art said.
Right now there are 75 
teams signed-up for Relay 
For Life, and Stewart said 
their goal is to have 110 
teams participating.
“Its more than money, 
we want people to be so in­
spired by this that they join 
a team and they make the ef­
fort to go because once they 
go once, we know they’re 
gonna wanna go again,” 
Stewart said.
To get involved with Re­
lay for Life at GVSU, go to 
their Facebook page at www. 
facebook.com/RelayFor- 
LifeGVSU.
ssabaitisrd1anthorn.com
CHRISTIAN VANANTWERPEN | COURTES>
Rocking the stage: Soil & the Sun, winners of album of the year, perform at the Jammies at the Intersection. The 14 year event will feature the top musical talent in the Grand Rapids area.
BY MARY MATTINGLY
GVL STAFF WRITER
There’s nothing quite like the 
Grand Rapids, Mich, music scene. 
From country to hip-hop, local artists 
are making music across the genre 
spectrum for everyone to enjoy.
Independent radio station 
WYCE, in partnership with Bell’s 
Brewery, has been recognizing local 
talent for 14 years with their annual 
awards event, The Jammies. And 
this year it drew in its largest crowd 
yet Feb. 22 at the Intersection.
With 24 bands in the perfor­
mance lineup, the audience got 
more than enough sampling of 
what the Grand Rapids music 
scene has to offer.
“More than half of our perform­
ers tonight are first-time Jammies 
performers,” said Nicole Leach, the 
WYCE community relations coordi­
nator, before the show. “It shows how 
much the music scene is growing.”
Leach has been a part of The 
Jammies for several years, having 
volunteered with WYCE, which 
thrives on volunteerism, for seven
years before officially joining the 
staff four years ago. Last Friday, she 
emceed the latter half of the night 
and presented a handful of the 
awards, which range from Album 
of the Year to Listener’s Choice for 
Best New Artist.
“You’ll find something tonight 
you’ll gravitate toward,” Leach said.
This year’s Jammies offered up 
a wide array of performances rep­
resenting a multitude of genres. 
Aside from typical nominations 
focusing on popular genres, such 
as rock, others were recognized, 
too. Lindsay Lou & the Flatbellys 
won Best Americana Album for 
“Release Your Shrouds.”
While several more popular lo­
cal artists, such as the folksy The 
Crane Wives and rockabilly favor­
ites Delilah DeWylde & The Lost 
Boys have performed at the Jam­
mies before, there were also many 
first-timers, including Edye Evans 
Hyde, a jazz vocalist who has been 
a fixture on the West Michigan jazz 
scene for the past 30 years.
“The band was on fire, it was
great,” Evans Hyde said. “People 
are there to hear you and feel the 
excitement. We let (performance 
stress) all go, we just did it.”
Evans Hyde, winner of the West 
Michigan Jazz Society’s Musician 
of the Year award in 2011, boasts 
an extensive performance resume. 
A Grand Rapids native, she has 
performed in Los Angeles, Europe 
and China.
Aside from performing at the 
Jammies, she was also nominated 
for several categories, including 
Song of the Year for “Magic in His 
Eyes” and Best Production/Engi­
neering, but ended up winning for 
Best Jazz Album.
“That was a crazy day,” Evans 
Hyde said. “I had just performed. I 
was hoping to win, but I was happy 
to be nominated; there were a lot 
of people in that category.”
As the local music scene has 
gained its footing, the Jammies has 
also grown. They started at Founders 
Brewing Co., and after an increase in 
audience interest and artist partici­
pation, then moved to the Wealthy
Theater. But the Jammies continued 
to grow, and finally, another venue 
was needed. Luckily, the commu­
nity accommodated this growth.
“We (had) all these bands, we 
need two stages,” Leach said. “The 
Intersection donates the space to 
WYCE. It’s the right size for us.”
Television screens mounted on 
either side of the main stage made 
sure everyone in the venue could 
see the show. Also available this 
year was a station where, choos­
ing from several templates, fans 
could create a custom Jammies 
T-shirt, provided by Citizen Shirt, 
with a portion of the proceeds go­
ing to WYCE.
The Jammies remind people of 
how strong the local music scene is 
and what local businesses are do­
ing to support it.
“(The Jammies) gets together 
an enormous amount of people,” 
Leach said. “It opens their eyes to 
how big and talented West Michi­
gan’s music scene is.”
And while many musicians are 
likely to leave the area and strike
out in big cities such as Chicago 
she said the Jammies remind aflt^ 
ists that they have support at hori)^ 
in West Michigan.
“It’s about community, music an<J 
bringing people together,” Leach 
said. “(The Jammies make) people 
want to stay in the area...(and) sups 
port local artists, it’s important.” 5 
Big winners included The Soil 
+ The Sun, who took home the 
Special Jury Prize for Best Al­
burn and The Jammie Award, also 
know as Album of The Year, for 
“What Wonder is This Universe!” • 
and Drew Nelson, who shared 
The Jammie and also won Song of 
the Year for “Promise Land,” off 
his album “Tilt-A-Whirl.” Lucas 
Wilson, a folk singer-songwriter 
took home the Special Jury Award 
“Best New Artist.” jT
“It’s an era of independent art­
ists and independent labels,” Evans 
Hyde said. $ J
For a complete list of winners^ 
go to the WYCE Facebook page, ol, 
www.grcmc.org/radio.
mmattingly@lanthorn.cofn?
UP CLOSE AND XCLUSIVE
Hip-hop dancer combines skill and technique
BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI
GVL STAFF WRITER
From the plies of ballet to the sashays of 
jazz to rhythmic taps, the dancing world in­
corporates a variety of different techniques 
and skills. But the style that combines al­
most all of the dance elements, with some­
times impossible moves, is hip-hop.
Kenneth “Xclusive” Paryo has mastered 
those moves and has been featured on TV 
shows, such as “So You Think You Can 
Dance” and “America’s Got Talent” with his 
dance crew, Dragon House.
His passion sparked when he was 13 years 
old and attended a step show, where one 
man’s performance inspired him to learn how 
to dance. But instead of immediately seeking 
formal training, Xclusive watched videos on 
the Internet and mimicked each move.
And now, he’s a competition expert.
“While in a competition it is really tacti­
cal,” Xclusive said. “You have to balance a lot 
of things. For example, you have to get the 
crowd on your side as well as the judges. You 
have to make sure that, like, all your dance 
stylization is clean, as well as your crowd­
pleasing moves. And you have to make sure 
you listen to the music because one thing that 
really helps win a competition is musicality.”
To further his own career, the past couple 
of years he’s branched out from dancing sole­
ly with his crew, stepping away from compe­
tition and performing as a profession.
“They are two different things,’ Xclusive 
said. “When I am at a competition, I dance 
a lot different just because the crowd will un­
derstand everything that I am doing, like I am 
more of, I am more in a performance mode.”
When dancing with a crew each member can 
feed off each other, Xclusive said, but when per­
forming solo, the crowd fuels his motivation.
So, he combined his sense of humor with his 
love for dance to create his comedy dance show, 
which is touring across the U.S., and stopped at 
Grand Valley State University Feb. 20.
“The story that I tell is that I actually used 
to do that in regular conversation,” Xclusive 
said. “I would talk to my friends or whatever 
and if a song or lyric would finish my sen­
tences I would sing it. Then one day I de­
cided to try it out onstage. It actually was the 
most nervous I have ever been to perform. It 
worked out really well, so I kept doing it.’
The most difficult transition into com­
edy for Xclusive was timing. Going from a 
15-minute opener performance to an hour- 
long comedy show took adjusting, but he uses
CHARLES DECKER | COURTESY 
Jack of all trades: Kenneth Paryo performed 
on TV’s "So You Think You Can Dance.”
a lot of personal experiences to keep his act 
going.
“My friends are pretty crazy as well, I get 
a lot of inspiration from them,” he said. “A 
lot of stuff happens to me on a day-to-day 
basis, especially with me traveling so much, 
so I just try to write everything down.”
On top of his comedy act, Xclusive has 
opened shows for musicians, including 
Gnarls Barkley and Trey Songz.
“My favorite performance was when I 
opened up for Childish Gambino in LA,” 
Xclusive said. “I opened up for him at a 
school called Ramona College.. .it wasn’t the 
largest crowd that I have performed before, 
but it was the best experience because I got 
to work with somebody that I look up to. 
The crowd treated me like I was him.”
Xclusive wants to continue dancing and 
performing his comedy, but in the next few 
years he is looking forward to possibly ex­
panding his career into the movie business. 
But even as he continues to gain popularity 
by branching out with his career and danc­
ing into the spotlight, he said he will never 
let fame go to his head.
spendowski@lanthorn.com
Making a difference through research, education,
and outreach
Student'HighPufht
Alexander CbenMein
Alex is currently working with John Koches at AWRI's Information 
Services Center on the Houghton Lake E. coli Reduction project and 
is also the recipient of a 2013 Michigan Space Grant Consortium 
award that will fund his research interests during the summer 2013.
"I had a great time learning about watershed plans and being 
able to utilize my GIS skills on real-world applications. The expert 
ence that I have gained at AWRI will have a huge impact on my 
future success."
The Robert B. Annis Water Resources Institute at Grand Valley 
State University is committed to the study of freshwater 
resources, with a special emphasis on Michigan and the Great 
Lakes basin. Located in Muskegon, Michigan, the Institute's 
mission is centered around three main programmatic areas:
• Research
• Edufo,ion and ou,reo(h (0)
• Information services VTL# r annis
WATU Rf-SOI K FS Institut?.
Applications are currently being accepted for Summer 2013. Visit 
www.gvsu.edu/wri/ and dick on Undergraduate Funding/Opportunities.
t
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MARKETPLACE
FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY 
AND STAFF *om* restrictions apply
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES 616-331-2460
classif ieds@lanthorn.com
Roommates
Female Roomate Needed! 
May 2013. Lake Michgan 
Drive Aparments. 
$375/month. On bus route. 
Must not be allergic to 
cats.Contact 
gaiiicke@mail.gvsu.edu.
Female Subleaser Wanted! 
Aug 2013-Aug 2104. Ottawa 
Creek Apartments. 
$385/moth. First month will 
be discounted. 2 bed. 1 bath. 
Spacious. Contact 
734-678-3083 for more de­
tails.
Looking for summer resi­
dence. Rent must be below 
$ 2 5 0. Email
barnarst@mail.gvsu.edu for 
more info.
Male Subleaser Wanted! 3 
bedroom at North Campus 
Townhomes. Available from 
March 2013. First month rent 
free. Close to campus. 
$385/month. Split electric. 
Free water/internet. Call Dun­
ning @ 616-723-2976 for 
more info.
Roomate Wanted! Will be 
moving out August for Fall 
2014 semester. Easy going. 
Clean. Text 734-233-1575 or 
email baumgartmegan@ya- 
hoo.com.
Subleaser needed! First week 
of May to August 2013. 
Room also available for 
2013-2014 as well. Email 
gantza@mail.gvsu.edu for 
more info
Subleaser needed! May-July 
2013. Full Circle Town- 
homes. $443/month. Willinig 
to pay $100 each month. 
Locked room. Private bath­
room. Free parking pass. 
Low utilities. Email 
vandbri@mail.qvsu.edu.
Employment
Dominion Systems, Inc. 
Computer Technician 
Location: Wyoming, Ml 
Search Job ID: 15569786 
Apply By: February 28, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Vanerum Shelter 
Accounting Assistant 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Search Job ID: 15569920 
Apply By: March 15, 2013 
For More information vis 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
For Sale
Condo for sale. 2 bed. 2 
bath. Across from GVSU. 2 
carports and 4 additional 
storage areas, Perfect for 
commuting students. Walk in 
closet. 968 sq. ft. $64,500. 
Call 269-944-7303 or email 
emilie.fiskars@qmail.com.
Housing
Located between Allendale 
and downtown. 3 bedrooms. 
2.5 bathrooms. Garage and 
deck, plus utilities. Available 
Summer. 616-291-7950. 
www.qrease.com.
Internships
Mill Steel Company 
Logistics Support Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15569765 
Apply By: March 29, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Spring Meadow Nursey 
Intern
Location: Grand Haven, Ml 
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15569902 
Apply By: March 14, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Literacy Center of West 
Michigan
Customizes Workplace Eng­
lish Marketing/Sales Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary: $500 stipend 
Search Job ID: 15569623 
Apply By: March 4, 2013 
For More information vis 
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Literacy Center of West 
Michigan
Development Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary: $500 Stipend 
Search Job ID: 15569622 
Apply By: March 4, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Friends of Grand Rapids 
Parks
Grand Rapids’ Urban Forest 
Project Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, 
Ml
Salary: $10/hour 
Search Job ID: 15569782 
Apply By: March 1,2013 
For More information visit 
www. gvsu. edu/lakerjobs
ETNA Supply Company 
Supply Chain Internship 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary: $12/hour 
Search Job ID: 15569687 
Apply By: March 29, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Ghost Rocket Music
Music Industry Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Search Job ID: 15569871 
Apply By: March 13, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Wolverwine Worldwide, Inc. 
Hush Puppies Sales Inter 
Location: Rockford, Ml 
Search Job ID: 15569851 
Apply By: March 13, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
NATIONALGUARD.com
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by Linda Thistle
7 2 1
4 8 5
1 9 4 2
7 4 6 8
3 1 6
8 7 4
5 2 6 3
3 1 7
6 3 2 5
Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way 
that each row across, each column down and 
each small 9-box square contains all of the 
numbers from one to nine.
DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★ ★
★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging 
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
© 2013 King Features Synd., Inc.
_
Even EXChange bYD°nnapettman
Each numbered row contains two clues and two 6-letter answers. The two answers differ from each other
by only one letter, which has already been inserted. For example, if you exchange the A from MASTER
for an I, you get MISTER. Do not change the order of the letters.
1. Mealtime prayer _ C _ Fruit of the vine _ _ _ _ _ P _
2. Cost _ C _ Award _ _ _ _ _ z _
3. Milk container T_ _ _ Atomic Number 6 _ _ _ _ _ B_ _ _ _
4. Not rough _ _ _ _ T __ Share a kiss _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C _
5. Warn L_ _ _ _ _ Turn away _ V_ _ _ _ _
6. Movement M Witch's brew P
7. Be frugal _ C_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Prawn _ H_ _ _ _ _ _ _
8. Give 10 percent _____ H _ Heading _ _ _ _ _ L __
9. English nobleman B j,_ _ _ _ _ Burr or Carter A_ _ _ _ _ _ _
10. Gambler’s bet _ G_ _ _ Thin cookie _ _ _ F_ _ _ _
© 2013 King Features Synd.. Inc.
SCRAMBLERS
Unscramble the letters within each rectangle to form four ordinary words. Then rearrange 
the boxed letters to form the mystery word, which will complete the gagl
Emerge
TROUPS
Grand
SILVAH
